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A Memory-Related Vulnerability Detection Approach Based
on Vulnerability Features
Jinchang Hu, Jinfu Chen , Lin Zhang, Yisong Liu, Qihao Bao, Hilary Ackah-Arthur, and Chi Zhang
Abstract: Developing secure software systems is a major challenge in the software industry due to errors or
weaknesses that bring vulnerabilities to the software system. To address this challenge, researchers often use the
source code features of vulnerabilities to improve vulnerability detection. Notwithstanding the success achieved by
these techniques, the existing studies mainly focus on the conceptual description without an accurate definition of
vulnerability features. In this study, we introduce a novel and efficient Memory-Related Vulnerability Detection
Approach using Vulnerability Features (MRVDAVF). Our framework uses three distinct strategies to improve
vulnerability detection. In the first stage, we introduce an improved Control Flow Graph (CFG) and Pointer-related
Control Flow Graph (PCFG) to describe the features of some common vulnerabilities, including memory leak, doublefree, and use-after-free. Afterward, two algorithms, namely Vulnerability Judging algorithm based on Vulnerability
Feature (VJVF) and Feature Judging (FJ) algorithm, are employed to detect memory-related vulnerabilities. Finally,
the proposed model is validated using three test cases obtained from Juliet Test Suite. The experimental results
show that the proposed approach is feasible and effective.
Key words: vulnerability feature; Control Flow Graph (CFG); Memory Leak (ML); Double-Free (DF); Use-After-Free (UAF)
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Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a significant interest
in vulnerability analysis from different perspectives,
such as vulnerability prediction, classification, and
vulnerability detection based on data collected from
open-source repositories. Generally, the detectionbased approaches rely on source-code features for this
detection[1, 2] . Currently, some progress has been made
with regards to the research on software vulnerabilities,
but the research on software vulnerability features or
characteristics is still limited. Previous studies mainly
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focus on the conceptual description[2] of vulnerability
without an accurate definition of vulnerability feature.
In addition, there are limited studies on the formal
description of vulnerability features. Memory leak[3] ,
double-free[4] , and use-after-free[4, 5] are closely related
to the use of dynamic memory, and are the major
causes of vulnerabilities. The study on vulnerability
features will promote the research on the prevention
and detection of vulnerabilities. To further improve the
body of the literature on vulnerability analysis, this
study introduces a novel and efficient Memory-Related
Vulnerability Detection Approach using Vulnerability
Features (MRVDAVF).
Our framework employs three distinct strategies
based on vulnerability features to improve vulnerability
detection. In the first stage, we introduce an
improved Control Flow Graph (CFG) and Pointerrelated Control Flow Graph (PCFG) to describe the
features of memory leak, double-free, and use-afterfree vulnerabilities. Next, two algorithms, namely
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Vulnerability Judging algorithm based on Vulnerability
Feature (VJVF) algorithm and Feature Judging (FJ)
algorithm, are utilized to detect memory-related
vulnerabilities. Furthermore, we benchmark the model
against four vulnerability detection tools, namely
MRVDAVF, cppcheck[6] , flawfinder[7] , and splint[8, 9] .
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) We conducted a meta-data analysis of memoryrelated vulnerabilities to determine the characteristics
of memory leak, double-free, and use-after-free
vulnerabilities.
(2) We propose an improved CFG – PCFG model
using vulnerability features to improve vulnerability
feature definition.
(3) We propose an efficient and effective vulnerability
detection tool called MRVDAVF to detect memory leak,
double-free, and use-after-free vulnerabilities.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 describes the
formalization of vulnerability feature. Section 4 details
the vulnerability detection framework of MRVDAVF.
Section 5 reports the experimental analysis. Finally,
Section 6 provides a conclusion to this paper.

2

Related Work

The research on software vulnerability mainly focuses on
the causes, classification, and detection of vulnerabilities.
There is little authoritative research on vulnerability
feature definition and feature formalization. The
representative studies on the features of memory leak,
double-free, and use-after-free vulnerabilities are as
follows.
Caballero et al.[4] pointed out that one important
feature of double-free and use-after-free is that the
occurrence of such vulnerabilities is a result of the
creation and use of dangling pointers; hence, the focus
is the creation of dangling pointers. Yamaguchi et al.[10]
studied the features of memory leak and use-afterfree using control-flow vulnerability description. The
findings show that the proposed model is effective. The
major limitation of their study is that the technique
mainly focuses on exploiting vulnerability features
to detect vulnerabilities based on graph traversal;
however, the description of vulnerability features
is not detailed enough. Zeng et al.[11] studied the
features of memory-related vulnerabilities, including
memory leak and use-after-free. They designed a
detection method for memory-related vulnerabilities
based on memory information management and memory
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block lifecycle. Their method makes good use of the
features of memory information for the memory-related
vulnerabilities. Nevertheless, the vulnerability features
were not formalized. Wang et al.[12] formally defined the
features of software vulnerabilities, which include the
initial vulnerability node set, state space, vulnerability
syntax rule set, and pre- and post-determination
conditions. However, their description of vulnerability
features is relatively general. Liu et al.[13] defined a
formal description method for the semantic features of
memory leak vulnerabilities and defined syntax detection
rules based on the formal features, but their method
can only describe memory leak formally. Han et al.[14]
studied the features of use-after-free and showed that the
feature of use-after-free is allocating memory, releasing
and using the released memory in the program, and
these three operations appear in order. However, the
vulnerability feature described in their study is not
formalized in depth.
Generally, great achievements have been made in the
research on the features of memory leak, double-free,
and use-after-free, but the existing research lacks an
authoritative method to define and describe the features
of the various vulnerabilities. Therefore, analyzing
the vulnerability features in-depth and formalizing the
definition and description of a vulnerability feature
are of great significance, as this can further promote
vulnerability detection.

3

Vulnerability Feature Formalization

The feature of software vulnerability is the special
quality that can distinguish one kind of software
vulnerability from others. The unified definition and
formal description of a software vulnerability feature
will promote vulnerability model construction and
vulnerability detection.
3.1

Definition of vulnerability feature

Software vulnerabilities are hidden in the source code
of the software. Although software vulnerabilities
have various types and forms, they often have lexical
features, syntax features, and semantic features from
the viewpoint of the source code. Taking the program
code in Fig. 1 as an example, if the parameter x
with the value of 1 is passed to the function test (), a
double-free vulnerability can occur. In Fig. 1, pointer
variables (such as pointer variable “data” declared in
Line 3), malloc function (Line 4), and free function
(Lines 8 and 10) constitute the lexical features of
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1. int test ( int x) /* custom functions: test() */
2. {
3.

char * data;

4.

data = (char *)malloc(100*sizeof(char));

5.

if (x ==1)

6.

{

7.

data=&x;

8.
9.

free(data);
}

10.

free(data);

11.

return 0;

12. }

Fig. 1

Example program code.

vulnerability, which are named as vulnerability risk
factors  in this paper. The pointer definition statement
(Line 3), the memory allocation statement (Line 4),
and the memory release statement (Lines 8 and 10)
are syntax features of vulnerabilities, which are called
vulnerability-related risk nodes N in this paper. The
dependencies on memory allocation, memory release,
and pointer definition constitute the semantic features
of vulnerability, which are called vulnerability-related
constraints C in this paper. Therefore, the vulnerability
feature of a program can always be described based on
lexical, syntax, and semantic perspectives.
Definition 1 defines vulnerability feature  for three
vulnerabilities: memory leak, double-free, and use-afterfree.
Definition 1
Vulnerability Feature  :  .VulType/ D fN; C g. VulType represents the vulnerability
type, N represents the vulnerability-related risk
nodes, and N D fN1 ; N2 ; : : : ; Ni g; i D 0; 1; 2; : : : : For
a program Prog, we call all program statements
containing vulnerability risk factors  as vulnerabilityrelated risk nodes N: C is a set of vulnerability-related
constraints, which represents the constraints among
elements in vulnerability-related nodes N: C D C1
jjC2 jj    jjCj jj    ; j D 0; 1; 2; : : : : That is, the feature
of vulnerability may include multiple vulnerabilityrelated constraints.
3.2

PCFG

At present, researchers worldwide usually design
specific vulnerability detection algorithms to detect
memory-related vulnerabilities based on the CFG[15, 16]
of the program. The CFG was first proposed by Frances
E. Allen in 1970. It shows the control-flow information
of the program in the form of a graph. Each node
in a CFG corresponds to a statement in the program.
The deficiency of the CFG is that the information

contained in the graph is limited, and consequently,
the vulnerability detection algorithm is not optimally
implemented. This paper proposes an improved CFG
called PCFG. While CFG contains nodes of program
statements, PCFG only contains the nodes of pointer
definition, pointer access, and memory allocation and
release, as well as related nodes, which can ensure the
complete structure of the program. Each node in a PCFG
graph has a feature property
Definition 2 PCFG: PCFG = .N; E; Entry; Exit/:
Here, N is a set of nodes, and 8n 2 N , n D .id; ln;
nextn id; nf/, where id denotes the number of Node n in
the PCFG, ln denotes the line number of Node n in the
source program, nextn id denotes the id of the next node
in the PCFG that n points to, and nf denotes the feature
of the node that stores the pointers and feature operations
involved. Moreover, E is a set of edges, and it is used
to represent the pointing relation between nodes. For
example, hni ; nj i indicates that there is a control flow
from ni to nj . Entry is the entry node of PCFG, and Exit
is the exit node of PCFG.
Definition 3 Executable Path (Path): In PCFG, if
a program path is a sequence of statements represented
as hn0 ; n1 ; n2 ; : : : ; nm i, and it satisfies .ni 1 ; ni / 2 E;
where i D 1; 2; : : : ; m; then this program path can be
called an executable path of PCFG.
Definition 4 Data Dependency (DataDep): For
any two nodes nx and ny of PCFG, if there is an
executable path from nx to ny , and there is a variable
var defined in nx and used in ny , where var is not
redefined anywhere else in the path from nx to ny , it
is said that ny is data-dependent on nx and is denoted as
DataDep.nx ; ny ; var/.
Definition 5 Successor Node: For any two nodes nx
and ny of PCFG, if there is an executable path from nx
to ny , it is said that ny is the successor node of nx , and
their relationship is denoted as Suc.nx ; ny /.
3.3
3.3.1

Formalization of vulnerability features
Related definition

The heap memory can be dynamically allocated for a
program if necessary when the program is running. A
programmer can request a certain size of memory from
the heap by calling the corresponding function to release
memory after usage; otherwise, the allocated memory
would be leaked. Definitions 6 –10 give the elements
needed for vulnerability feature formalization.
Definition 6 DefPointerVariable(pv): DefPointerVariable(pv) is used for the declaration or definition of a
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pointer variable pv, abbreviated as DPV(pv).
Definition 7 MemoryMallocFunction(pv): MemoryMallocFunction(pv) is used to represent the memory
allocation function, abbreviated as MMF(pv). Common
memory allocation functions include malloc, calloc, and
realloc of C programming language, and new, new [ ] of
C++ programming language.
Definition 8 MemoryFreeFunction(pv): MemoryFreeFunction is used to represent the memory release
function, abbreviated as MFF(pv). Common memory
release functions include free of C programming
language, delete, and delete [ ] of C++ programming
language. In this paper, MMF(pv)/MFF(pv) is used
to represent the match of the memory allocation and
release functions and MMF(pv)/*MFF(pv) is used to
represent the mismatch of the memory allocation and
release functions.
Definition 9 UsePointerVariable(pv): UsePointerVariable(pv) is used to denote the use of pointer variable
pv, abbreviated as UPV(pv).
Definition 10 Has(n, Operation/Function): Has(n,
Operation/Function) denotes that the current node n
contains certain defined operations or functions. The
operations include DPV(pv), UPV(pv), MMF(pv),
and MFF(pv). For example, .9 n 2 Prog/ ^ Has.n;
DPV(pv)/ indicates that a pointer variable pv is defined
in a node n of a program Prog.
3.3.2

Memory leak

Memory Leak (ML) (CWE-401)[3, 17, 18] refers to the
situation where a part of the heap memory allocated to a
program is not released until the program ends, resulting
in a reduction of system memory. Memory leak may
eventually cause the program to run slowly or even lead
to the collapse of the computer system. According to the
definition of vulnerability feature, the feature of memory
leak is .ML/ D fN; C g. For memory leak, the specific
formal descriptions of vulnerability-related risk nodes N
and vulnerability feature constraint C are given below.
(1) N D fN DPV ; N MMF ; N MFF g; N MFF D fn j .9n 2
V
Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/ Has.n; MFF(pv)/g.
Interpretation: N includes all nodes of N DPV ,
MMF
N
, and N MFF . N DPV includes all the nodes that
declare or define the pointer variables, N MMF includes
all the nodes that allocate memory for pointer variables,
and N MFF includes all the nodes that release the
allocated memory to which their pointer variables point.
(2) C D C1 jjC2 jjC3 .
(a) Unreleased Allocated Memory: C1 D .9pv 2
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V
V
V
Prog/ ..9ni ; nj 2 Prog/ Has.ni ; DPV.pv// Has.nj ;
V
V
V
MMF(pv)/ Suc.ni ; nj / DataDep.ni ; nj ; pv// :
V
V
V
..9nk 2 Prog/ Has.nk ; MFF.pv// Suc.nj ; nk /
DataDep.ni ; nk ; pv//.
Interpretation: The constraint C1 represents a
situation where in an executable path, a pointer variable
pv is defined in ni , and then the program allocates
memory for pv in nj (nj is the successor node of ni
and nj is data-dependent on ni ). However, there is no
node that releases the allocated memory that pv points
to until the program ends.
V
(b) Pointer Reassigning: C2 D .9pv 2 Prog/
V
V
..9ni ; nj 2 Prog/ Has.ni ; DPV(pv)/ Has.nj ;MMF
V
V
V
.pv// Suc.ni ; nj / DataDep.ni ; nj ; pv// ..9nk 2
V
V
V
Prog/ Has.nk ; MMF(pv)/ Suc.nj ; nk / DataDep
.ni ; nk ; pv//.
Interpretation: The constraint C2 represents a
situation where in an executable path, a pointer variable
pv is defined in ni , and then the program allocates
memory for pv in nj (nj is the successor node of ni
and nj is data-dependent on ni ). However, the program
reallocates memory for pv in a node nk (nk is the
successor node of nj and nk is data-dependent on ni )
of the program instead of releasing the initial allocated
memory that pv points to, so the initial allocated memory
that pv points to would be leaked.
(c) Mismatched Memory Allocation and Release:
V
V
C3 D .9path 2 Prog/ .9pv 2 path/ ..9ni ; nj 2
V
V
V
path/ Has.ni ; DPV(pv)/ Has.nj ; MMF(pv)) Suc
V
V
V
.ni ; nj / DataDep.ni ; nj ; pv// ..9nk 2 path/ Has
V
V
.nk ; MFF(pv)/ Suc.nj ; nk / DataDep.ni ; nk ; pv//.
Interpretation: The constraint C3 represents a
situation where in an executable path, a pointer variable
pv is defined in ni , and then the program allocates
memory for pv in nj (nj is the successor node of ni
and nj is data-dependent on ni ), and finally, the memory
release function is called to release the allocated memory
pointed by pv in node nk (nk is the successor node
of nj and nk is data-dependent on ni ). However, the
memory release function does not match the memory
allocation function; thus, the allocated memory pointed
by pv would be leaked.
3.3.3

Double-free

Double-Free (DF) (CWE-415)[4, 19] refers to the situation
where in the process of running a program, the allocated
memory pointed by a pointer is released, but the release
function to the pointer is later called again. This causes
a data structure error in the memory management and
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eventually leads to unknown defects in the program or
the system. According to the definition of vulnerability
feature, the feature of double-free is  .DF/ D fN; C g.
For double-free, the specific formal descriptions of
vulnerability-related risk nodes N and vulnerability
feature constraint C are given below.
(1) N D fN DPV ; N MMF ; N MFF g; and N DPV D fn j
V
.9n 2 Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/ Has.n; DPV(pv)/g; N MMF D
V
fn j .9n 2 Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/
Has .n; MMF(pv)/g;
V
N MFF D fnj.9n 2 Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/ Has.n; MFF(pv)/g:
Interpretation: N includes all nodes of N DPV ,
N MMF , and N MFF . N DPV includes all the nodes that
declare or define the pointer variables, N MMF includes
all the nodes that allocate memory for pointer variables,
and N MFF includes all the nodes that release the
allocated memory to which their pointer variables point.
V
V
(2) CD.9pv 2 Prog/ ..9ni ; nj ; nk 2 Prog/ Has.ni ;
V
V
V
DPV(pv)/ Has.nj ; MMF(pv)) Has.nk ; MFF(pv)/
V
V
V
Suc.ni ; nj / DataDep.ni ; nj ; pv/ Suc.nj ; nk /
V
V
DataDep.ni ; nk ; pv // ..9nu 2 Prog/ Has.nu ; MFF
V
V
(pv)) Suc.nk ; nu / DataDep.ni ; nu ; pv//.
Interpretation: The constraint C represents the
situation where in an executable path, a pointer variable
pv is defined in ni ; after allocating memory for pv in nj
(nj is the successor node of ni and nj is data-dependent
on ni ) and then releasing the allocated memory pointed
by pv in nk (nk is the successor node of nj and nk is datadependent on ni ), pv points to the unknown memory
address. However, the program calls the memory release
function to pv again in nu (nu is the successor node of
nk and nu is data-dependent on ni ), which would lead
to double-free.
3.3.4

N MMF , N MFF , and N UPV . N DPV includes all the nodes
that declare or define the pointer variables, N MMF
includes all the nodes that allocate memory for pointer
variables, N MFF includes all the nodes that release the
allocated memory to which their pointer variables point,
and N UPV includes all the nodes that access the pointer
variables.
V
V
(2) C D .9pv 2 Prog/ ..9ni ; nj ; nk 2 Prog/
V
V
Has.ni ; DPV.pv//
Has.nj ; MMF.pv//
Has.nk ;
V
V
V
MFF.pv// Suc.ni ; nj / DataDep.ni ; nj ;pv/ Suc
V
V
V
.nj ; nk / DataDep.ni ; nk ; pv // ..9nu 2 Prog/ Has
V
V
.nu ; MFF.pv// Suc.nk ; nu / DataDep.ni ; nu ; pv//.
Interpretation: The constraint C represents the
situation where in an executable path, a pointer variable
pv is defined in ni ; after allocating memory for pv in nj
(nj is the successor node of ni and nj is data-dependent
on ni ) and then releasing the allocated memory pointed
by pv in nk (nk is the successor node of nj and nk is datadependent on ni ), pv points to the unknown memory
address. However, the program tries to access pv in nu
(nu is the successor node of nk and nu is data-dependent
on ni ), which would lead to use-after-free.

4
4.1

Vulnerability Detection Framework
Module analysis

As shown in Fig. 2, the detection framework of
MRVDAVF consists of four modules: Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST) generation module, node feature extraction
Source code

Use-after-free

Use-After-Free (UAF) (CWE-416)[5, 20–22] refers to the
situation where a pointer is not to null after releasing
the allocated memory for the pointer; hence, accessing
the pointer may affect the running of the program or
lead to unpredictable consequences. According to the
definition of vulnerability feature, the feature of useafter-free is .UAF/ D fN; C g. For use-after-free, the
specific formal descriptions of the vulnerability-related
risk nodes N and vulnerability feature constraint C are
given below.
(1) NDfN DPV ; N MMF ; N MFF g; and N DPVDfn j .9n 2
V
Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/ Has.n; DPV.pv//g; N MMF D fn j
V
.9n 2 Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/ Has.n; MMF(pv)/g; and N MFF
V
D fnj.9n 2 Prog; 9pv 2 Prog/ Has.n; MFF(pv)/g.
Interpretation: N includes all nodes of N DPV ,

Vulnerability
source code
Feature
analysis

Vulnerability
feature

Vulnerability
judging rule

AST generation

Node feature
extraction

PCFG
generation

Vulnerability
judging

Vulnerability
report

Fig. 2

Detection framework of MRVDAVF.
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module, PCFG generation module, and vulnerability
judging module. The details of these modules are given
below.
(1) AST Generation Module: The AST generation
module mainly uses the front-end of the GCC compiler
to parse the source code and store the AST of the source
code in text form. Since directly extracting PCFG from
AST in text form is relatively inefficient, storing AST in
the designed data structure is necessary.
(2) Node Feature Extraction Module: Node feature
extraction module extracts the key information (the
pointers and feature operations involved) of the node
from AST and finally takes the extracted information as
the feature property of the node in PCFG.
(3) PCFG Generation Module: According to the
definition of PCFG, PCFG only contains pointer
definition, pointer access, and memory allocation and
release, as well as the related nodes to ensure the
complete structure of the program. Figure 3 shows the
data structure of the PCFG node. PCFG can be generated
by traversing AST recursively, and only considering
pointer-related nodes (the nodes of pointer definition,
pointer access, and memory allocation and release,
as well as related nodes, which ensure the complete
structure of the program) should be considered when
adding nodes. The consideration of pointer-related nodes
would reduce the overhead of analyzing unnecessary
nodes in the subsequent vulnerability judging module.
(4) Vulnerability Judging Module: The vulnerability
judging module traverses the executable path of the
PCFG of the program. In the traversal process, it
analyses whether the nodes on the current path satisfy
the vulnerability feature, and then judges whether there
exists a vulnerability according to the vulnerability
Judging Rule 1 discussed below.
4.2

Vulnerability judging algorithm based on
vulnerability feature

Based on the formalization of the vulnerability feature
typedef struct PCFGNode
{
int id; // unique identification
int lnum; // line number
int nextid; // id of the next node
bool isCond; // whether conditional node or not
int leftidˈrightid; // id of left and right branch
vector<string> nf; // node feature
} PCFGNode;

Fig. 3

Data structure of PCFG node.
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and PCFG of the target program, we can judge whether
vulnerabilities exist in a program. The following judging
rule would be used in the analysis process:
Judging Rule 1: For a program Prog, if the
vulnerability-related risk nodes N for an executable
path p 2 Path is not NULL, and there are elements
in the vulnerability-related risk point N that satisfy
the vulnerability-related constraint C , then vulnerability
exists in the program.
Based on Judging Rule 1, VJVF is proposed, which
is given in Algorithm 1. The main idea of VJVF is to
traverse PCFG, record vulnerability-related risk nodes
N during traversal, and judge whether vulnerabilities
exist in the FJ algorithm.
The input of the VJVF algorithm is the PCFG of the
Algorithm 1 VJVF algorithm
Input: PCFG
Output: err /*output the set of information including all
vulnerability-related risk nodes N */
1: root = PCFG.head; /* Obtain the head node of PCFG */
2: vector<unsigned int> pointers; /* Pointer set */
3: vector<stack<unsigned int>> deps;
/* Record all
vulnerability-related risk nodes */
4: VulTraverse(root.id); /* Traverse PCFG recursively */
5: VulTraverse(id); /* The body of VulTraverse () */
6: begin
7: if (id = 0) then
8:
return;
9: end if
10: node = PCFG.getNodeById(id);
11: flag = has(pointers, node); /* Judge whether pointers
associated with PCFGNode exist in pointers */
12: if (flag) then
13:
pos = index(pointers, node);
14:
if (isMMF(node) k isMFF(node) k isUPV(node)) then
15:
deps[pos].push(id);
16:
end if
17: else
18:
stack<unsigned int> newStack;
19:
newStack.push(id);
20:
deps.push back(newStack);
21:
pointers.push(id);
22: end if
23: err=FJ(deps); /* Check for vulnerabilities with FJ algorithm
*/
24: VulTraverse(node.left);
25: TraverseBack(); /* Roll back of PCFG nodes */
26: VulTraverse(node.next);
27: TraverseBack(); /* Roll back of PCFG nodes */
28: VulTraverse(node.right);
29: return err;
30: end
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target program, and the output is err. The err records the
set of information including all the vulnerability-related
risk nodes N that causes the vulnerability. Lines 1–3 in
the Algorithm 1, declare the relevant variables, and Line
4 calls the VulTraverse() function to traverse the PCFG
and judge whether a vulnerability exists. Lines 5–30 are
the main body of the VulTraverse() function. Lines 7–22
traverse the nodes of PCFG and record the information
of vulnerability-related risk nodes N . Lines 23–28 judge
whether there exists vulnerability in PCFG recursively.
Line 29 returns all the information of vulnerabilityrelated risk nodes N that causes the vulnerability. The
execution time of the VJVF algorithm is mainly spent on
node traversal; hence the execution time is linear with the
number of nodes traversed. Since the total number of the
nodes analyzed will not be more than the total number of
PCFG nodes, the time complexity of the VJVF algorithm
is O.n/, where n is the total number of PCFG nodes.
4.3

Feature judging algorithm

The FJ algorithm, given in Algorithm 2, is a subalgorithm called by the VJVF algorithm. Its main task is
to analyze the information of vulnerability-related risk
nodes N by traversing in the program, and then judging
whether there exist elements in vulnerability-related risk
Algorithm 2 FJ algorithm
Input: deps /* The set of all vulnerability-related risk
nodes N*/
Output:
st /* Stack information, which records the
information of the vulnerability-related risk node n that leads
to the vulnerability*/
1: for (int i D 0I i < deps.size() 1I i C C/ do
2:
st = depsŒi ;
3:
if (the nodes in st satisfy the vulnerability-related
constraints of use-after-free) /* Judge whether there exists
a use-after-free */ then
4:
return UseAfterFreeError(st); /* Throw corresponding
exception information */
5:
else if (the nodes in st satisfy the vulnerability-related
constraints of double-free) /* Judge whether there exists
double-free */ then
6:
return DoubleFreeError(st); /* Throw corresponding
exception information */
7:
else if (the nodes in st satisfy the vulnerability-related
constraints of memory leak) /* Judge whether there exists
a memory leak */ then
8:
return MemoryLeakError(st); /* Throw corresponding
exception information */
9:
end if
10: end for
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nodes N that satisfy the vulnerability-related constraint
C . If the condition is met, we can conclude that there is
a corresponding vulnerability in the program.
The input of the algorithm is deps, which records
the set of all vulnerability-related risk nodes N ; and
the output is st, which records the information of
the vulnerability-related risk node n that leads to a
vulnerability. Lines 3 and 4 judge whether there is useafter-free vulnerability; Lines 5 and 6 judge whether
there is double-free vulnerability; and Lines 7 and 8
judge whether there is memory leak vulnerability.

5

Experimental Analysis

Comparative experiments among four vulnerability
detection tools (cppcheck, flawfinder, splint, and
MRVDAVF) were carried out. Three types of test
case sets, consisting of CWE401 Memory Leak,
CWE415 Double Free, and CWE416 Use After Free,
were selected from Juliet Test Suite for C/CPP[23–25]
and employed in the experiments. The details of the
preprocessed test case sets are shown in Table 1.
The total number of vulnerabilities in the original
test case set is recorded as TVN, the total number of
vulnerabilities in the tool report is recorded as TRN, the
number of true positives in the tool report is recorded
as TTP, and the number of false negatives in the tool
report is recorded as TFN, where TRN D TTP C TFN.
According to the definition of False Negative Rate (FNR)
and False Positive Rate (FPR), we know that FNR D
.TVN TTP/=TVN and FPR D TFN=TRN. The lower
the FNR and FPR, the better the detection ability of the
detection tool.
Table 2 presents the detection results of flawfinder,
cppcheck, splint, and MRVDAVF on three test case sets.
Compared with flawfinder, cppcheck, and splint,
MRVDAVF has the least FNR and FPR in detecting
memory leak and use-after-free. In detecting doublefree, cppcheck has the lowest FNR, but MRVDAVF has
the lowest FPR. Therefore, compared with the other
three tools, MRVDAVF generally has a better ability
to detect memory leak, use-after-free, and double-free
vulnerabilities.
Table 1

Test case sets selected from juliet test suite.
Number of
Test case set
Number of files
TVN
total lines
ML
1032
141 760
1032
DF
560
73 624
560
UAF
398
654 99
398
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Test case set

6

Table 2
TVN

ML

1032

DF

560

UAF

398

Detection results of four detection tools on three test case sets.
Tool
TRN
TTP
TFN
FNR (%)
Cppcheck
311
122
189
88.18
Flawfinder
2304
260
2044
74.81
Splint
340
132
208
87.21
MRVDAVF
926
630
296
38.95
Cppcheck
500
426
74
23.93
Flawfinder
560
0
560
100
Splint
228
114
114
79.64
MRVDAVF
218
218
0
61.07
Cppcheck
293
0
293
100
Flawfinder
434
0
434
100
Splint
197
108
89
72.86
MRVDAVF
386
245
141
38.44

Conclusion

Memory leak, double-free, and use-after-free
vulnerabilities all have certain features. The study on
vulnerability features will promote research on the
prevention and detection of vulnerabilities. This study
analyzes in-depth the features of three memory-related
vulnerabilities (including memory leak, double-free, and
use-after-free), and MRVDAVF is proposed. First, we
define the vulnerability feature by analyzing numerous
source codes containing memory-related vulnerabilities.
Then we propose PCFG, which consists only of the
nodes of pointer definition, pointer access, and memory
allocation and release, as well as related nodes to
ensure the complete structure of the program. We also
formalize the features of three vulnerabilities based on
feature definition and PCFG. The study describes the
detection framework of MRVDAVF and details VJVF
algorithm and FJ algorithm. To validate the effectiveness
of vulnerability feature analysis and the feasibility of the
MRVDAVF, comparative experiments are carried out
among four vulnerability detection tools (MRVDAVF,
cppcheck, flawfinder, and splint). Compared with
cppcheck, flawfinder, and splint, MRVDAVF has a better
detection ability for memory leak, use-after-free, and
double-free vulnerabilities. The experimental results
show that MRVDAVF is feasible and effective.

FPR (%)
60.77
88.72
61.18
31.97
14.80
100
50.00
0
100
100
45.18
36.53
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